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Bar Mitzvah D'var Torah
 Aidan Sinha

Rabbi's Message
אּו�ה ָׂשֲעַּֽנֶׁש־הַמּו 

�
ה ה�ֶיְהִּיֶׁש  אּו�ה  �הָיָהֶּֽׁש־הַמ 

׃ׁשֶמָּֽׁשַה תַח�ַּת  ׁש�ָדָח־לָּכ  ןי�ֵאְו  ה�ֶׂשָעֵּיֶׁש 

That which has been is that which shall be,
and that which has been done is that which
shall be done; And there is nothing new under
the sun.
Ecclesiastes 1:9

This verse comes from the book of Kohelet
(Ecclesiastes), which we read as part of our Zoom services to conclude the
High Holiday season. 

As I reflect on the past month, it seems clear that King Solomon (the traditional
author of Kohelet) didn’t know what he was talking about. That for all of his
great wisdom – a gift from God, according to the book of Kings – he could not
envision a life under pandemic in 2020.

We have successfully taken the model of a synagogue that has served our
people for 2000 years and reinvented it. We have taken the High Holiday
services that have been the pinnacle of our year at the PJC and transformed
them to fit the reality of our moment. Countless members of our community
have stepped forward to advise, volunteer, connect, and help bring the Days of
Awe to every member of our beloved community. 

And it was Awe-some. 

We connected in ways that we never have in the past. There were gatherings
over Zoom throughout Elul to talk and learn and laugh and cook. Members of
the newly constituted PJC Shofar Corps sounded the shofar throughout
Westchester outside the homes of members of our community. People drove
all over delivering Honey-Grams and Mahzors so that everyone could
participate in the prayers. We had the largest (socially-distanced) gathering
ever for our combined Shofar and Tashlich service. 

And we completely reimagined and reinvented our High Holiday services. We
took services that have, for years, lifted our spirits and bound us together and



made them into something new. Because of the collaboration of so many
members of our community we were able to focus on the heart of what made
our communal prayer so powerful and build out from there, creating a religious
experience designed for this unique moment in our lives. 

In recognition of the work that went into crafting these services, I started to
compile a list of everyone who dedicated themselves to this work. I started to
compile a list, but gave up on listing everyone when the list went on to a third
page and exceeded 60 individuals, an incredible rate of participation for a
community of only 125 families. This was work that spanned months, that drew
on the collective wisdom of Jewish communities around the world, and that
created something unique and beautiful – something that met our needs and
lifted our spirits.

We have continued to innovate since the Holidays came to an end. The
Learning Center’s year has begun, outside in our tent, under the sky, and
online. Ana and her faculty have developed new tools and curricula to teach
our children, and the synagogue leadership has worked to develop ways to
engage our children safely and comfortably.

And we have resumed our Shabbat morning services after a gap of more than
seven months. Our services look different than they did before, with more
voices leading components and with different dynamics than we are used to.
We are meeting the needs of the community in this new time and maintaining
the values that have guided us until now. 

On the surface, all of this calls into question the wisdom of Solomon in that
verse. All that we have done has never been done before meeting a unique
situation with a unique response. But on further reflection, while the form of
what we created together was new, it evokes the strength and resilience of our
tradition. We distilled the form, content, and meaning of everything that we do
down to their essences and built them back up to meet the needs of this
moment. The essence of everything that we have done was deeply rooted in
our values and practices. While they may look unprecedented on the surface,
the line connecting back to our ancient sages is clear and bright. 

Solomon’s wisdom is in reminding us that no matter how different everything is
in this moment, we come from a strong and vibrant tradition which can and
does guide us as we navigate new challenges. COVID-19 may be a
coronavirus that is novel, but our ability to respond to it and thrive in spite of it
is nothing new.

Alex



Director's Message

Two are better off than one, in that they have greater
benefit from their earnings.

For should they fall, one can raise the other;
but woe betide him who is alone and falls with no

companion to raise him!”
— Ecclesiastes 4:9-10

People often ask me what book I had on my
nightstand in the spring, in the beginning of the

pandemic quarantine. They ask, where did you look for inspiration and respite
from the stark reality that was quickly changing around us? Some were
surprised when I told them I sought answers and inspiration from another time
in history when people were facing their deepest fears of a catastrophe of
historical proportions. And although there is no way these two times can even
come close to comparison, I reached out to a book called: “The Holy Fire: The
Teachings of Rabbi Kalonymus Kalman Shapira", the Rebbe of the Warsaw
Ghetto”.

Again, luckily, our times have nothing to compare with the inconceivably
desperate times the book's author, Rabbi Kalonymus Kalman Shapira, was
going through. However, when I think about the 210 thousand (and counting)
Americans who have died so far under this pandemic, their families, and the
millions who have been sick and will carry the consequences of loss, pain and
sickness for a long time, I am saddened.

When I think about the radical changes in our society - the ways we now
behave and act towards each other - especially, the change in the lives of our
children who cannot touch, hug, embrace their friends, play outside in the
playground or have birthday parties, sleep overs or camp and wonder how this
will impact their childhood and their social-emotional well being, I truly want to
sit in a corner and weep. So yes, these are very different times. But our
feelings of helplessness and loss are very much real and the communal pain is
very, very deep.

Keeping our proportions straight, and not trying to compare our times with
those in which the Holy Fire was written, I found the Rabbi’s writings extremely
inspiring and moving. Through his words, I tried to delve into the Rabbi’s mind,
into his compelling attempt to hold onto his faith in humanity and his
relationship with G-d. 

https://www.amazon.com/Holy-Fire-Teachings-Kalonymus-Shapira/dp/0765760266


One of the passages that I found inspiring in the book is the Rabbi’s Drashah
(D’var Torah) on Exodus 12:1-20. Rabbi Shapiro writes that when humanity
weeps, when men are desperate, G-d weeps too. But G-d doesn’t disclose
God's sadness to humanity. The Rabbi believes that when one weeps alone,
he might feel broken; in his words: “But the weeping that a person does
together with G-d - that strengthens him. One weeps - and is strengthened; he
is broken - but finds courage to study and teach. It is hard to rise, time and
again above the sufferings, but when one summons the courage, stretching
the mind to engage in Torah and Divine service, then he enters the inner
chambers where G-d is to be found. He weeps and wails together with God, as
it were, and even finds the strength to study Torah and serve the Lord” (March
14. 1942).

You probably know already where I am going with this. I am going to the
healing power of learning with community. The healing power I felt seeing my
fellow PJCr’s every week at 5:30 PM on our Zoom Kabbalat Shabbat, which
sustained me from one week to another, as I truly looked forward to seeing the
faces of my davening buddies coming up on the Zoom screen. I enjoyed
listening to Jeremy, Joel, Sari, Michael, David, Marjut, and so many more
chanting the Shabbat prayers. Their voices, as I closed my eyes and listened
closely, made me forget the fact that I was not actually sitting next to them in
the Sanctuary, having transformed my back porch in my ad-hoc prayer corner.
I looked forward to the breakout groups, where we checked in with everyone
and heard about each other’s tribulations and joyful moments as well. 

And if I think even deeper about this, I look forward to seeing my own family on
Zoom every Friday night at 6:30 PM when we celebrate together our Kabbalat
Shabbat and check in with one another. I also look forward to Saturday night at
9:00 PM when I meet for Zoom and cocktails with my close friends - who
actually live 10 minutes from my house - but because of our age we wouldn’t
dare to see each other face to face. And, I also treasure my Sunday Zoom
meetings with my old childhood friends from Brazil, when we compare weekly
stories about the pandemic here in the US and all over the world. 

Technology helps me connect, learn, and sustain my relationship with G-d,
prayer, Judaism, friends and family. I was able to partake in a month long
Jewish Educators Conference over Zoom, during the month of July. We
studied and taught Torah, we debated educational theories and exchanged
experiences and best practices. We created new friendships and discovered
new areas of interest. All thanks to this technology, that allows us to be
connected and in a relationship although socially distanced. 

And that is why I struggle to understand why some might prefer to distance



themselves and their children from the community, and not take advantage of
the technology that enables us to move away from our brokenness and our
fears, engage with each other, with Judaism and with prayer. Oh, G-d, I have
prayed. I have wept and I have wailed. Luckily, we can turn off our
microphones during the Silent Amidah or during the prayers that invoke my
tears to roll. My fellow davening buddies, who sat next to me in the Sanctuary,
probably remember tears rolling down my face oftentimes during prayer. That
still happens. Even on Zoom. If we allow ourselves to move away from the fact
that we are having a virtual experience, and just engage fully in the moment,
a la carpe diem, reconnecting with our fellow friends and feeling the power of
human contact and human connection, we are allowing the flame of Judaism
to remain lit through community engagement. And yes, I understand that there
is Zoom fatigue. But then I look at the counterpoint - staying alone or engaging
with others? And for me, that supersedes the zoom fatigue. To be honest, I
totally forget sometimes I am having that connection through zoom. I am just
so happy and lucky to have another face looking at me and willing to listen and
engage with me in these times. Each face is a spark of the Divine. And that
somewhat helps heal my broken heart and ease my pain.

We will be in this for the long haul. A vaccine may not be out any sooner than
2022. We need to rethink our pre-conceptions regarding technology and weigh
them against human connection and Jewish learning. We need to put our faith
in each other and in the power of community to take us from one day to
another, from one week to another. We miss each other and we miss human
contact. Technology is here to help us bridge the gap. Let’s take advantage of
it and let’s continue to build the beautiful things we were doing together before
the virus hit our planet. 

Ron Lauder, the president of the World Jewish Congress, said, “The social-
distancing we have all been compelled to undertake should become a tool of
community-building and social-bonding. We must ensure that Jewish life isn’t
enfeebled, but empowered. The imperative to nurture a strong, unified Jewish
community grows exponentially in the face of the dangers surrounding us. Now
is the hour for unity and harmony, for a renaissance of Jewish solidarity.”

Rabbi Kalonymus Kalman Shapira saw human suffering in connection with the
Divine. He inspired his followers to never lose hope or faith in face of the
horrible calamity of their times. His writings were hidden by a group of
historians called “Oneg Shabbes” (the pleasure of Shabbat), and buried in tin
milk cans under the ghetto buildings. Their technology for connection involved
writing, and hiding the physical writings in hope that their horrible times too
shall pass, that a new day will come when Judaism would survive. Their
hidden treasures were uncovered and published and serve as a powerful



reminder to never lose hope in our tradition and in the deepest inner holy fire,
the fire that allows us to believe that one day we will be able to reconnect and
re-establish our community. But until then, we MUST do what it takes to keep
that fire burning. And for us right now, it means taking advantage of human-
made technology to keep our community alive, allowing us to be there for each
other in the long haul.

I am anxious to see you and your children, in-person or online, as we continue
our Jewish Journeys together while socially distanced. With faith in each other
and in G-d, that this too, shall pass.

I want to take the opportunity to thank the PJC Board of directors and
especially Mike Teitelbaum, Dan Kushnick, Mitch Cepler, Marjut Herzog and
David Haft for all that they have done to enable the LC to reopen this Fall. And
a very special thanks to Adam Bukowski and Julia Coss, for their continued
support and hard work.

Humbly,

AnaAna

President's Message

Fellow congregants,
 
I think I speak for all of us when I say that our High Holiday experience has
been an exceptional and pleasant surprise. All involved in bringing this about
are deserving of praise. Rabbi Salzberg and Jeremy Schulman deserve great
credit and Neco Turkienicz deserves special mention. The work he did in
editing and producing the prerecorded portions was a huge gift to the
community and deserves special commendation. What we were treated to was
a highly professional production which elevated our experience. So special
thanks to Neco on behalf of all of us.  

Moving forward, since we cannot all meet in person, it is important that new
forms of activities be created to serve all our members. For this I hope some of
our younger families and new members will speak with me about ideas and
activities to fulfill their needs. 
 
On a last note, our search for a new Rabbi has now moved into active phase



with the submission of our questionnaire to the Rabbinical Assembly and we
are now receiving inquiries. 

Shalom, 

DavidDavid

A Message from the Editor of Hakol
Dear Friends,

I was thrilled to see so many familiar PJC faces
at both the Livestream and Zoom High Holiday
services. Of course, listening to Avinoam & Havi
lifted my spirits, as did the singing and
musicianship of PJC members. The personal
reflections of congregants was a comforting
touch, which made me feel connected in this time
of COVID-19 isolation.

My heartfelt appreciation goes out to all those
who worked tirelessly to create this meaningful 5781 High Holiday season -
Rabbi Alex Salzberg, Neco Turkienicz, Jeremy Schulman,
Joel Peck, Jack Klebanow, Marjut Herzog and others.

There were some pluses to watching the services from home. I was caught up
in my usual whirlwind of activity trying to get everything done on time -- Yizkor,
preparation/eating and clean up of the meal before for Kol Nidre -- when I
stopped and took a breadth realizing I did not have to rush to synagogue! And,
for once, my son Aaron and his recently Jewishly converted girlfriend, Rosa
stayed for the whole Kol Nidre service.

I hope all of you had a meaningful Chag. And will have a rewarding 5781.

BarbaraBarbara

Bar Mitzvah D'var Torah/ Aidan Sinha

My Parsha is Bereshit. It is the first



Parsha in the Torah. In Bereshit, you
learn about the seven days of creation
and the beginning of life on Earth. It also
talks about the first humans, Adam and
Eve and their children. Bereshit is the
beginning of the Torah and it explains
how everything started.

While I was reading through Bereshit, I
noticed something and questioned it. It
said that after the seven days of creation,
God was done and did not create
anything else. However, in the next
chapter, after the seven days of Creation,

there were still many things for God to create. Some people say that these two
chapters tell different stories of Creation, but if we read them as one story it
makes me ask: Was God done creating after the seven days or was there still
more to be done? And whose job is it to do?

Rabbi Rashi believes that we are supposed to work in collaboration with
God. He said, “It is incumbent on [human beings], therefore, to imitate our
Creator, [to follow God’s] ways and attributes, and assume the role of being
God’s partner in creation.” Rashi believes that it is our responsibility to continue
God's act of creation by building sacred spaces and sacred communities with
God's help.

I agree with Rabbi Rashi that after the seven days of creation, God was not
done with his work. However, I believe that God decided to help us create
things so we can use that to create more. For example, God could have
created certain types of herbs so we could make medicine. 

So why does it matter that we helped God create stuff? It is important because
that way we know the work is not done and that it is still our responsibility to
help God and be God's partner in creation. Even though the seven days of
creation were trillions of years ago, the work is not done and we still need to
help God. 

In this spirit of using what you have to create something else, I decided that, for
my charity project, I would bring food to people who could not provide for
themselves. I worked with Ben Sasson at a soup kitchen right before the
lockdown where we served food to the people that came. Then, due to the
shutdown, in collaboration with food drive companies, I helped create cards to
send with food to people in need. 



Aidan

Book Notes October 2020
The Paris Children
by Gloria Goldreich (Horowitz)

Since my teens, I have been fascinated by books
about the courage, commitment and survival
skills displayed during the time of the Holocaust.
As a historical novel which takes place during the
Holocaust, The Paris Children doesn't disappoint.

The Paris Children is based on the true story of
Madeline Levy, granddaughter of Alfred Dreyfus,
the French war hero charged with treason for
being Jewish. Goldreich, who you may know
from the PJC as Gloria Horowitz, begins her novel with the death of
Alfred Dreyfus. Goldreich imagines how Madeline develops her selfless
heroism in the French Resistance and the roles the Dreyfus-Levy family
played.

Paris 1935, Hitler's troops take over much of France and install the hated Vichy
government. Madeline Levy and her brothers, Jean Louis and Etienne, are
members of the Eclaireurs Israelites, the Jewish Scouts. The Scouts' mission
is to sabotage Vichy military infrastructure and save Jewish children.

Madeline meets a small girl in a tattered coat with the hollow look of a starving
refugee from Germany, Anna Hofberg. She is struck by the poverty and anti-
Semitism which faces the Hofberg family. As a new social worker, she can't
stand idly by. Together with her close friend Claude, Madeline becomes a
Resistance fighter sworn to saving the lives of Jewish children from the sadistic
Nazi regime and their Vichy French collaborators - even to the detriment of her
own happiness with Claude.

Simone, Madeline's beloved sister becomes an excellent forger of documents
for the Resistance. Madeline's father Jeanne Pierre is a physician who treats
both Jewish and Vichy patients alike. The family fights for the French creed,
"Vive liberte, egalite, fraternite" (Live on liberty, equality, fraternity).
Lucie Dreyfus, Alfred Dreyfus' wife and grandmother to Madeline Levy,
encourages Madeline with these words, "This life is worth its grief". This is a



lesson Madeline takes to heart. And so should we.

BarbaraBarbara

High Holiday 5781 Reflections
Peter and I were fortunate enough to be among the people who worshipped
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur mornings in the tent at the PJC.

The experience far exceeded our expectations. The combination of in person
prayer and pre- recorded singing from Avinoam and Chavi worked beautifully
and felt very much like our usual holidays. The individual pieces by fellow
congregants were enlightening and made the day truly special. All in all,
services felt comforting and almost made us forget what we were missing.

Personally, there were distinct moments when I was singing along and got
quite choked up. “Am I really back here?” I thought. “How lucky am I that I get
to be back at the PJC?". I have missed this so much.” My heart is filled with
gratitude.
-- Andrea Rothberg

I felt the strong PJC community spirit during the High Holiday services.
Avinoam & Havi's voices lifted me up and the community singing and
reflections sent me soaring. Neco Turkienicz did a wonderful job making
smooth transitions from live streaming, to Zooming, to in-person services.
Thank you to all who helped create these beautiful experiences.
-- Barbara Saunders-Adams

Great job to all involved in our High Holiday live stream services.
I admit I was skeptical...and I was Very wrong!
What a seamless production that managed to capture our special PJC
experience.…
-- Darren Lee

So thankful for Avinoam's beautiful and comfortingly familiar voice.
-- Jennie Nealon Driesen

--
I loved when congregants spoke about their favorite prayers and music
because it was evident that these prayers and music evoked many affectionate
memories of family and services past.
-- Liz Tzetzo



Food For Thought
Forgiving Is Not Forgetting

We forgive, not because
we believe that what

was done was unimportant,
but because we are prepared

to put aside our
anger long enough to

hear words which reflect
remorse and regret, long

enough to begin to believe
that people have the

potential to grow.

-- Charles Klein

Mahzor Lev Shalem pg. 203

Share a Simcha

"Share a Simcha" allows congregants to share their news with our PJC community.
Please submit news about family members -- engagements, births, job updates, kid
achievements, community acknowledgements and any other milestones -- to our
Communications Director, Barbara Saunders-Adams.

Mazel Tov to Aidan Sinha, son of Sanjai and Shari Sinha, on the occasion of his
Bar Mitzvah
Mazel Tov to Julia Martin & Charles Woods, on the birth of their daughter, Ruth
Beatrice (Bracha Malka) on July 1, 2020. Her grandparents, Steve & Hildy Martin,
are thrilled, as is her big sister, Ellie Pearl

This will continue to be a regular  HaKol feature, so keep your news and updates coming!

Tributes & Donations



Did you know you can make tributes and donations online? Click here to learn more.

Donations to the PJC from...
The Herbert & Edythe F. Benjamin Fund/The New York Community Trust, in
support of the PJC Learning Center
Terri Binder, in appreciation of the virtual High Holiday services offered by the PJC
Barry Erner & Melissa Dreyfus-Erner, in honor of Roger Krulak & Catherine Levene,
on the birth of their daughter -- Julia
Barry Erner & Melissa Dreyfus-Erner, in honor of David Haft & the PJC Board
Barry Erner & Melissa Dreyfus-Erner, in honor of Marjut Herzog & the High Holiday
Committee
Barry Erner & Melissa Dreyfus-Erner, in honor of the PJC staff, members and
friends who continue to offer support and help throughout these challenging times
Max Fink & Sidney Fink, in memory of their parents -- Julius & Bronia Fink --
founding members of the PJC
David & Jeanne Radvany, in memory of Robert Klein, son of Alfred & Shelley Klein
Barbara Saunders-Adams & Sam Adams, in memory of Robert Klein, son of Alfred
& Shelley Klein

Donations to the PJC's Rabbi's Discretionary Fund from...
Eleanor Einzig, in memory of her son, Aaron Benjamin Einzig
Barry Erner & Melissa Dreyfus-Erner, with thanks to Rabbi Salzberg in recognition
of the High Holiday services and programs
Doris-Patt Smith, in honor of the High Holiday Committee and the services provided
by the PJC

At any time, if you wish to pay by check, please make it payable to " The Pelham Jewish
Center" and mail it to our bookkeeping firm at: The Pelham Jewish Center, P.O. Box 418,
Montvale, NJ 07645.

All donations to the Rabbi's Discretionary Fund, at any time throughout the year, should
be made payable to "The Pelham Jewish Center -- Rabbi's Discretionary Fund " and
mailed directly to Julia Coss at the PJC office.

Thank you!

   

https://www.thepjc.org/form/donate.html
http://www.facebook.com/thepjc.org
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCu8cIM76OIqXXW0YuI0kdxw?view_as=subscriber

